ALERT – UPCOMING BRIDGE DECK REPLACEMENTS on the WV TURNPIKE

**Anticipated Start Date: 9/9/2018**
I-77 Northbound MP 29.80. This is the bridge just before the Toll Plaza.
- Anticipated End Date: 9/16/18 *(based on progress)*
- There will be one (1) lane of traffic maintained at all times.
  - The lane configuration will be comprised of one (1) 12’-0” lane along with two (2) shoulders at 1’-0” and 1’-6” respectively at its “narrowest configuration”. This total lane width including shoulders will be 14’-6”. *(Stage 5: ABC – Construction)*

**Anticipated Start Date: 9/23/2018**
I-77 Northbound MP 30.62. This is the bridge just after the Toll Plaza.
- Anticipated End Date: 9/30/18 *(based on progress)*
- There will be one (1) lane of traffic maintained at all times.
  - The lane configuration will be comprised of one (1) 12’-0” lane along with two (2) shoulders at 1’-0” and 1’-6” respectively at its “narrowest configuration”. This total lane width including shoulders will be 14’-6”. *(Stage 5: ABC – Construction)*